Introduction.
This paper gives an axiomatic characterization of the class of all those (modular) lattices which are isomorphic to lattices of commuting equivalence relations. As might be expected, this problem turns out to be closely related to the representation problem for relation algebras, and we are able to borrow some basic ideas from the work of R. Lyndon [7; 8] . It turns out to be convenient to consider first the class of all those algebras SI = (A, ;, •,", 1') which can be represented isomorphically by means of binary relations over some set U in such a way that the operations ;, •, " correspond to relation-theoretic multiplication, set-theoretic multiplication and relationtheoretic conversion, respectively, and 1' corresponds to the identity relation over U. This class of algebras is characterized in Theorem 1. In Theorem 2 this result is applied to lattices. The key observation here is that a lattice St = (A, +, •) with a zero element 0 is isomorphic to a lattice of commuting equivalence relations if and only if the algebra 31 = (A, +, ■,", 0), where 2c~ = x for every xEA, can be represented isomorphically by means of binary relations in the manner discussed above with -f-and 0 taking the place of ; and 1'.
We can give a more direct, although more involved, proof of Theorem 2. The added complications are due mostly to the fact that we are then unable to take advantage of the metamathematical results of Henkin [2] and Tarski [9] . The trouble is that we see no direct way of proving that the class of lattices under consideration coincides with the class of all subalgebras of algebras from an arithmetic class in the wider sense. The method employed here also has the advantage that it brings out the close connection with the representation problem for relation algebras, and in this context Theorem 1 is of independent interest. Theorems 3 and 4 concern the existence of what we call weak representations for relation algebras, and the paper concludes with a brief discussion of some open questions related to our work.
1. Preliminaries. We adopt the notation and terminology of Tarski [9] , in particular, we refer the reader to that paper for the definitions of an arithmetic class and an arithmetic class in the wider sense. The relationtheoretic product of two binary relations R and 5 will be denoted by R\ S, their set-theoretic sum and product by RKJS and RC\S, and the relationtheoretic converse of R by R~x. By an algebra of relations we mean a system (a, |, C\, ~\ I) where ft is a set of binary relations which is closed under the BJARNI JONSSON [September operations |, C\ and -1, IGft, and R.\l -R tor every RE&. (Observe that this is a more general notion than the concept of a proper relation algebra.) We could actually, without any essential loss of generality, restrict ourselves to the case in which J is the identity relation over some set U and all the members of ft are relations over U. In fact, if (ft, |, f\ _1, I) is an algebra of relations, then I~1\I= I, whence it follows that 2" is an equivalence relation over some set V. Since, for every RE&, R\l = R and R~1\l = R~l, all the members of ft are relations over V. Choose a function / which maps V onto some set U in such a way that, for every x, yEV, f(x) =f(y) if and only if (x, y)EI, and for each i?Gft let F(R) be the relation consisting of all ordered pairs which are of the form (f(x), f(y)) for some (x, y)ER. It is easy to check that this function F maps the given algebra of relations isomorphically onto an algebra of relations ((B, |, C\, -1, /) where J= F(I) is the identity relation over U. (An analogous result for proper relation algebras is found in JonssonTarski [6, Theorem 4.27].)
We shall be concerned with algebras consisting of a set A and certain operations one of which will be denoted by the symbol •. Since we .will be primarily concerned with algebras which have, among other things, the property that A is a semi-lattice under the operation ■, i.e. An element zEA is called a zero element (of the algebra) if z^x for every xG^4, and an element wG^4 is called an atom (of the algebra) if u is not a zero element and if, for every xG-4, the condition x^u implies that either x = u or else x is a zero element. 2. The main theorem. We now state our central result. Theorem 1. In order for an algebra 21= (A, ;, , ", 1') to be isomorphic to an algebra of relations it is necessary and sufficient that, for every a, b,cEA, With these notations, if bk,<i,i,k),t<.k)^a2k-i;a2k for k = i, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n, then aô O«4i,o,l.
The proof of Theorem 1 will be based on four lemmas.
Lemma A. The class of all algebras which are isomorphic to algebras of relations is an arithmetic class in the wider sense.
Proof. Let K he the class of all algebras which are isomorphic to algebras of relations. According to Tarski [9, Theorem 1.13], it is sufficient to show that there exists an arithmetic class in the wider sense L such that K is the class of all sub-algebras of algebras belonging to L.
Consider an algebra SI = (A, ;, ■,", 1'), and let F he the function which associates with each xEA the relation consisting of all ordered pairs (u, v) such that u and v are atoms of 91 and u^x;v.
We now define L by the condition that 3I£L if and only if F maps SI isomorphically onto an algebra of relations. Thus 3IG.L if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(1) F is one-to-one.
(2) For every x, yEA, F(x;y) = F(x)\ F(y). It is easy to see that the conditions (l)- (5) Similarly, (2), (3), and (4) are equivalent to the assertion that, for all x, yEA and for all atoms u, v of 31, Finally, under the assumption that (1) and (2) hold, (5) is equivalent to the assertion that, for every xEA, (10) x; l'=x.
Thus the conditions (6)-(10) characterize L, and we conclude that L is an arithmetic class.
Clearly every subalgebra of an algebra in L belongs to K. In order to show that, conversely, every algebra in K is a subalgebra of an algebra in L, we need only consider the case of an algebra of relations si = (ft, i, n, -\ /).
In view of a remark in §1, we may assume that / is the identity relation over some set U, in which case every member of ft is a relation over U. In this case 31 is a subalgebra of the algebra sb = (a, | r\, -\ i)
where ($> is the family consisting of all the binary relations over U.
SB has a zero element, namely the empty set 0, and the atoms of SB are the relations in ($> consisting of just one ordered pair. Suppose a, BEU and let P and Q be the atoms of SB whose sole members are (a, 8) and (ft ft, respectively.
For any RE® we then have (a, B)ER if and only if PQR\ Q. Hence SB satisfies the condition (6) . That (7) holds in SB follows from the fact that every member of (B is a set-sum of atoms and that the operation | is infinitely distributive with respect to set-addition.
It is easy to check that (RnS)\Q= iR\Q)niS\Q) whenever R, 5GCB and Q is an atom of SB, and this clearly implies that (8) holds. The four conditions P C R~x | Q, (R-1 \Q)C\ P 9^ 0, iR\ P) r\Q 9± 0, Q^R\ P are equivalent whenever REQ& and P and Q are atoms of SB. Hence (9) holds. Since SB obviously satisfies (10), we conclude that $8EL, and the proof is complete.
Lemma B. Every algebra 21= (.4, ;, ■, ", 1') which is isomorphic to an algebra of relations satisfies the conditions (i)-(ix) and (T).
Proof. That 21 satisfies (i)-(ix) follows trivially from well-known identities in the calculus of binary relations. Assume now that the hypothesis of (r) is satisfied. Let F be a function which maps 21 isomorphically onto an algebra (1) with k = q, we infer from (r2) that
Since, by our hypothesis, 63,*(s).\K8) = a2q-i; a2q,
we have
and we can find an element 74+iG U such that <7#(«) ■ To+i) S F(a2q-i) and (t5+i, y+w) E F(a2q).
Using this together with (2), we infer from (r3) that
Hence, by (r4),
Finally, by (Tt,),
From (2)- (5) we see that (1) holds with k = q + l. Thus we find that 72, 73, • • • , 7"+i can be so chosen that (1) holds for k= 1, 2, • • • , n + l. Applying (1) with k = n + i, i = 0, and/=l, we see that (a, 0)EF(bn+i,o,i).
Since this holds whenever (a, 0)EF(ao), we conclude that F(ao)QF(bn+ii0,i) and hence ao = c>n+i,o,i. This completes the proof.
Lemma C. If 31 = (A, ;, ■, ", 1') is a denumerable algebra which satisfies the conditions (i)-(ix) and (V), and if dEA, then there exists a function F which maps SI homomorphically onto an algebra of relations in such a way that, for every xEA,
Proof. We begin by deriving certain simple consequences from the conditions (i)-(ix). From (i)-(iii) it follows that the relation = partially orders A and that any two elements a, bEA have the element a-b as their greatest lower bound. We shall show that, for every a, b, cEA, In fact, if a^b, then ab = a. Therefore a"b" = a" by (ix), so that a"^b". Conversely, if a"^b", then a""^6~" and hence aSb by (vii). Thus (1) holds. (2) is just a reformulation of (vi). If b^c, then 6"^c" by (1) and therefore b";a"^c";a"
by (2) . Using (viii) we infer that (ci;&)"^(a;c)~, and a second application of (1) gives a;b^a;c. This proves (3). Using successively (v), (vii), (viii), (v) and (vii), we find that 1'-= l'-;l' = l'";1'~ = (F";l'r = 1'"" = 1', thus proving (4). Finally, by (vii), (viii), (4), (v) and (vii), V;a = (l';a)~ = (a";l'T = K;l')" = aT" = a, so that (5) also holds.
Assuming now that the hypothesis in condition (r) is satisfied, consider a positive integer k ^ n. We shall show that (6) h.t.i g 1'
For k=l, (6) holds by (Ti). Next observe that if (6) holds for a given k then, by (r2), (2) and (5), bk+i,i,j ^ bk.i,i',bk,ij ^ 1 ;bk,i,j = bk.ij.
Thus, for any given k, (6) implies (7). Furthermore, if (6) and (7) hold for a given k, we take j = i in (7) and infer that the formula &*+i,i,,-^l' holds for i = 0, 1, • • • , k. Since, by (Tt), this formula also holds for i -k + 1, it follows that (6) holds with k replaced by k + 1. It is now easy to complete the proof of (6) and (7) by induction. Finally, (8) follows from (Ti), (T2), (r4) and (r6) with the aid of (vii), (viii), (ix) and (4).
In the remainder of this proof, (i)-(ix) and (l)-(8) will be used freely without being explicitly referred to.
We next wish to define an infinite sequence a0, cii, ■ ■ • G-4 with ao = d, and two functions </> and ip on the positive integers, in such a way that the hypothesis in the condition (I1) holds for every positive integer n and, furthermore, the following condition is satisfied:
For every x, yG^4, every positive integer k, and all natural numbers iiZk and j^k, if bk.ij = x; y, then there exists a positive integer m>k such that (9) <pim) = i, \pim) = j, a2m-i = x and a2m = y.
For this purpose we arrange all the quadruples {i, j, x, y), where i and j are natural numbers and x, yG-<4, into a sequence It is easy to check that the sequence ao, a%, • • ■ and the functions <f> and \y have the required properties.
We now define the function F: For each xEA we let F(x) be the relation consisting of all ordered pairs (i,j) of natural numbers such that bn,i,j^x for some positive integer n with i^n and j'^Sw.
Clearly F(xy)QF(x)f~}F(y)
for every x, yEA. On the other hand, if (i, j)EF(x)r\F(y), then there exist positive integers k and m, greater than or equal to i and j, such that bk,i,j = x and 6m,,,y^y. Letting n he the larger of the integer k and m, we infer that bn,i,t£xy and therefore (i, j)EF(x-y).
Thus
(10) F(x-y) = F(x)r\F(y) for every x, yEA. Now suppose (i, j)EF(x;y). Then &/t,,-,y^x;y for some positive integer k greater than or equal to i and j. We can therefore find a positive integer m>k for which (9) holds. Uskng (r3) and (r4), we infer that and (p, j)EF(y), and we can find positive integers k and ra such that k^i, k^p, m^p, m^j, bk,i,P^x and bm,p,j^y. Letting n be the larger of the two integers k and m, we infer that bn,i,p^x and bn,P,j^y, and it follows by (T2) that bn+i,ij S= bn,i,P;bn,p,j = x;y.
Consequently
(i, j)EF(x;y). We have shown that (11) F(x; y) = F(x) \ F(y) for every x, y E A. Hence &",o,i^x for some positive integer n. But, according to the condition (r), d^bn,o,i, and we conclude that d^x. This completes the proof.
Lemma D. ^4wy denumerable algebra 21 = {A, ;, •, ", 1') which satisfies the conditions (i)-(ix) and (F) is isomorphic to an algebra of relations.
Proof. By Lemma C we can associate with each element dEA a function Fd which maps 21 homomorphically onto an algebra of relations over some set Ud in such a way that, for every xEA,
Fdid) C Fdix) if and only if d ^ x.
We can clearly choose the sets Ud in such a way that they are pairwise disjoint. For each xG^4 define F(x) to be the set-theoretic sum of all the relations Fdix) with dEA. It is easy to check that F maps 21 homomorphically onto an algebra of relations. Furthermore, for any x, yG^4, if F(x) = F(y), then Fdix) = Fdiy) for every c2G^4. Hence, in particular, Fxix)QFxiy) and Fy(y) QFyix). But this implies that x^y and y^x so that, finally, x = y. Thus F is an isomorphism. Proof of Theorem 1. Let K be the class of all those algebras which are isomorphic to algebras of relations, and let L be the class of all those algebras which satisfy the conditions (i)-(ix) and (T). By Lemma A, K is an arithmetic class in the wider sense, and by Lemma B, K is a subclass of L. Now suppose 21GL. Then any finite subsystem SB of 21 generates a denumerable subalgebra S of 21. Clearly (HEL, and it follows by Lemma D that SGK.
Thus every finite subsystem of 21 can be isomorphically embedded in a system in K, whence it follows by Henkin [2, Theorem 1 ] , that 21 itself can be so embedded. Since every subalgebra of an algebra in K is itself in K, this implies that 2IGK. Thus K=L, as was to be shown. 3 . Applications. We shall now show how Theorem 1 yields a characterization of all those lattices which are isomorphic to lattices of commuting equivalence relations. Proof. First assume that SI has a zero element 0. Considering the algebra SI' = (A,+, .,", 0)
where x" = x for every xG^4, we shall show that 31 is isomorphic to a lattice of commuting equivalence relations if and only if 31' is isomorphic to an algebra of relations.
In fact, if F maps 31 isomorphically onto a lattice of commuting equivalence relations (ft, |, Pi), then the system (&,, |, f\, ~1, F(0)) is clearly an algebra of relations, and is the isomorphic image of 21' under F. Conversely, if F maps 21' isomorphically onto an algebra of relations (ft, |, P>, -1, I), then F maps 21 isomorphically onto the system (ft, |, r\). Since x+x = x = x" for every xEA, we have R\R = R = R~x for every REG-Thus the members of ft are equivalence relations. Since x^y+x for every x, yG^4, we have i?C5|i?
for every R, SE&, which shows that all the members of ft have a common domain U. Since the operation + is commutative, we have R\S = S\R for every R, SE&. Thus (ft, |, H) is in fact a lattice of commuting equivalence relations.
The algebra 21' clearly satisfies the conditions (i)-(ix) of Theorem 1 (with + and 0 taking the place of ; and 1'). Therefore 21' is isomorphic to an algebra of relations if and only if it satisfies the condition (r). But since x" = x for every xG^4, this is clearly equivalent to the special case of our present condition (I1') in which 2 = 0. However, if (r') holds for z = 0, it clearly holds for every zG^4, for if we replace z by 0 in the construction of the elements bk.ij, these elements will be decreased, thus replacing the hypothesis bkMk),*(*) ^a2n-i+a2n by a weaker hypothesis and the conclusion ao^b",o,i by a stronger conclusion.
We now drop the hypothesis that 2t has a zero element. If 21 is isomorphic to a lattice of commuting equivalence relations, then so is every sublattice of 21, in particular the sublattice generated by the elements ao, cti, ■ ■ • , a2n, z. Inasmuch as every finitely generated lattice has a zero element, it follows by the first part of the proof that the condition (I1') must be satisfied. Conversely, assume that (P) holds. We construct a new lattice SB = (B, +, •) by adjoining a zero element 0 to 21. It is then easy to see that every finitely generated sublattice of S8 is isomorphic to a sublattice of 21, whence it follows that S8 satisfies the condition (r'). Consequently, by the first part of the proof, SB is isomorphic to a lattice of commuting equivalence relations, and so is the sublattice 21 of SB. This completes the proof. are equivalent for every x, y, zG^4. If, in particular, A is a family of binary relations, 0 is the null-relation 0, and the operations +, •, ; and " coincide with set-theoretic addition, set-theoretic multiplication, relation-theoretic multiplication, and relation-theoretic conversion, then 21 is called a proper relation algebra. By a representation of a relation algebra 31 we mean a function which maps 31 isomorphically onto a proper relation algebra, and 31 is said to be representable if such a function F exists. By a weak representation of SI we shall mean a function F which maps 31 isomorphically onto a relation algebra (a, ©, 0, r\,v,\, i, -1) where ft is a family of binary relations and 0 ,C\, |, _I have their usual meaning, and we shall say that 31 is weakly representable if there exists a function F which is a weak representation of SI. It is easy to see that a weak representation of 31 is simply a function F which maps the algebra (A, ;, •, ", 1') isomorphically onto an algebra of relations, and which has the additional property that F(O) = 0. Proof. By Theorem 1, and in view of the preceding remark, it is sufficient to show that if there exists a function F which maps the algebra 31' = (A, ;, ■, ", 1') isomorphically onto an algebra of relations, then there exists another function G which also maps 31' isomorphically onto an algebra of relations, and which has the additional property that G(O) = 0. We let
for every xE A.
Then G(0) = 0. Since F(0)CF(j;) for every xEA, we see that G is one-to-one.
Since, clearly,
for every x, yEA, it only remains to show that It is interesting to contrast this result with Theorem 4.22 of JonssonTarski [6] , which states that every relation algebra has a representation wherein the operations +, ; and " have their natural meaning. On the other hand, in Lyndon [7, p. 715] it is shown that there exist nonrepresentable relation algebras, and actually the algebra constructed there is not even weakly representable.
We shall outline here the construction of another such algebra which satisfies certain rather strong additional conditions. Recall that a relation algebra is said to be integral if x;y = 0 always implies that x = 0 or y = 0. Excluding the trivial case in which 0=1, we know (Jonsson-Tarski Outline of proof. Given a relational system l\ = (U, R, 1') where l'EU and R is a ternary relation, we associate with 11 an algebra 21= (A,+,0, -,1, ;,1',"> in such a way that (A, + , 0, -, 1) is a complete atomistic Boolean algebra whose atoms are precisely the elements of U; for every x, yEA, x;y is the Boolean sum of all atoms w such that (u, v, w)ER for some atoms u^x and v^y; and x" = x for every xEA. It is easy to check that 21 is a relation algebra if and only if the following three conditions are satisfied:
(1) For every x, yE U, (x, 1', y)ER if and only if x -y. /For every x, y, zG U, the conditions (x, y, z)ER, (x, z, y)ER, (z, y, x)ER \are equivalent.
, . fFor every x, y, z, u, vEU, if (x, y, u)ER and (u, z, v)ER, then there \exists wE U such that (y, z, w)ER and (x, w, v)ERGiven a relational system llo=(Uo, Ro, 1'), an extension U = ((7, R, 1') of Uo will be called admissible if the following condition holds:
For any four distinct elements x, y, z, uE Uo, if there exists vEUo such that (x, y, v)ERo and (z, u, v)ERo, then there exists no tE U-Uo such that (x, y, t)ER and (z, u, t)ER-We wish to show that I. If VLo=(Uo, Ro, 1') is a relational system satisfying (1) and (2), then there exists an admissible extension VL = (U, R, 1') of U0 which satisfies (1), (2) and (3)._ First we prove a weaker statement:
II. If Uo = (Uo, Ro, 1') satisfies (1) and (2) and if x, y, z, u, vEU0are such that (4) (x, y, u) E Ro and («, z, v) E Ro then there exists an admissible extension U = (U, R, 1') of Uo satisfying (1) and (2), such that (5) (y, z, w) E R and (x, w, v) E R for some w E U.
In fact, if (5) holds with U = Uo and R = R0, then we may take U = UoObserve in particular, that this will be the case if one of the elements x, y, z, v is 1', for we may then take w to be v, z, y, or x respectively. In the alternative case we let U he a set obtained by adjoining to Uo a single element wEUo, and let R be the relation obtained by adjoining to Ro the ordered triples (y, z, w), (x, w, v), (w, 1', w), and all ordered triples obtained from these by permuting the terms. It is not hard to see that the relational system U = (U, R, 1') is in fact an admissible extension of Uo satisfying (1) and (2), and clearly (5) is also satisfied.
By a transfinite iteration of the embedding in II we obtain:
III. If Uo=(Uo, Ro, 1') is a relational system satisfying (1) and (2), then there exists an admissible extension VL = (U, R, 1') of Uo, satisfying (1) and (2), such that for every x, y, z, u, vE Uo, (4) implies (5) .
Finally, by an infinite iteration of the embedding in III, we arrive at I. We are now ready to construct the algebra called for in the theorem. Taking a non-Arguesian projective plane P, let Uo be the set consisting of all the points of P and of one additional element 1', and let Ro be the ternary relations whose elements are all ordered triples (x, y, z) where x, y and z are distinct collinear points of P, and all ordered triples (x, x, 1'), (x, 1', x), (1', x, x) with xGc70. It is easy to show that the relational system Uo = (Uo, Ro, 1') satisfies (1) and (2) . Hence there exists an admissible extension \l = (U, R, 1') of Uo which satisfies (1), (2) and (3), and we can associate with U a relation algebra SI in the manner described at the beginning of the proof. By definition, x" = x for every xG^4, and from the fact that 1' is an atom of 21 it follows that 21 is integral. We complete the proof by showing that 21 is not weakly representable.
Suppose 21 has a weak representation F. Consider two triangles of P which are centrally perspective but not axially perspective. Let the vertices of the triangles be aa, ai, a2 and b0, bi, b2, respectively, let the center of perspectivity be z, and for i = 0, 1, 2 let d be the point of intersection of the sides opposite to at and to bi. Using the fact that U is an admissible extension of U0, we see We have thus shown that F(c0)CF(c2;ci), whence Co^c2;cx. This, however, implies that c0, Ci and c2 are collinear, contrary to our assumption that the two triangles are not axially perspective.
It does of course follow that the condition (r) is not satisfied. Actually we could prove this directly, and use it to establish the nonexistence of a weak representation.
In fact, take 77. = 3, for the elements a0, cii, • • • , ae in the condition (T) take c0, cii, a2, bi, b2, aa, b0, and let 4>(1) = *(2) = 0, c6(3) = 2, ^(1) = -K2) = 1, ^(3) = 3.
It then turns out that bi,o,i = Ci+c2, and the conclusion of (r) would therefore yield ca^Ci+c2, contrary to the fact that c0, ci and c2 are not collinear. 4. Unsolved problems. In conclusion we shall mention three open questions related to the results obtained here. Problem 1. Can the infinite sets of axioms contained in the conditions (T) and (I1') be replaced by finite sets of axioms? By sets of equations?
It would of course be particularly interesting if it should turn out that these conditions could be replaced by finite sets of identities. In this connec-
